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What a surprise… 
D. Trump creates a radical shock change at the epicenter of economies and markets 
Up to US presidential elections, central banks’ policies of developed countries were 
converging towards striking dilemmas. On one side of the spectrum was the BoJ, the 
advanced laboratory of extreme experiments in modern Central Banking. What the hell 
could Kuroda do, as hyper-active reflation miserably failed and deflation is again around the 
corner? On the opposite side was the Fed. In an overdue quest for normalization, J. Yellen 
would be obliged to balance a dose of higher policy rates and balance sheet operations to 
engineer a measured steepening of the USD yield curve. In the middle stood the ECB. The 
ECB is not only confronted with technicalities of the European sovereign bond markets 
(insufficient liquidity), but also with acute risks (political dislocation and solvability of EU 

banks). 
Not only is Trump an advocate of more conventional monetary policy (say higher policy 
rates). But he also intends to implement very expansionary fiscal policy, requiring important 
funding. The very backward-looking and dovish stance pursued over two years by J. Yellen 
and Co, is no longer warranted. The latest US bond market rout and its rising volatility is a 
symptom of this new challenge. A new regime has probably started: bye-bye Asset Prices 
reflation and welcome Macro / Goods and Services reflation 
The end of macro moderation will fuel a durable change / reversal of equity to bond 
correlations. Financial repression 1.0, based on outright liquidity injections, is probably 
waning 
 
It will spill over to the periphery 
Changes in inflation expectations will be the key factor to understand and monitor. Large 
leverage positions of conservative yield-searching investors are on the verge of a dramatic 
unwinding... The Fed must urgently stop being obsessed by Fed funds. It must rather focus 
on maintaining long-term real interest rates at low level, with a sophisticated dose of 

financial engineering and balance-sheet massaging. 
The US remain the epicenter of the world economy, as well as the prominent vector of 
financial markets. Changes in US inflation perspectives, hence of USD nominal and real 
interest rates, will have global consequences. Incidentally, global bond markets will remain 
co-dependent to US Treasuries, because of the global excess savings and high mobility of 
international capital flows. 
Divergences in international policy-mixes, economic trends and in markets’ performances 
will remain significant, if not increase 
 
Good news (!), US government bonds are under pressure 
The FOMC minutes from the November meeting were quite a non-event, mainly because 

much has happened since the meeting. The higher wage growth and lower unemployment 
rate in the jobs report for October were sufficient for the Fed to feel comfortable raising 
rates in December despite higher uncertainties due to the election result. The Fed is only 

     Performances 2016 
 (November 31st, 2016) 

Equities 
MSCI World +3.0%  
S&P 500 +7.6% 
Eurostoxx -6.8% 
Nikkei -2.7% 
MSCI Emerging +8.6% 
 
Bonds  
US Treasury 10y +1.2% 
US Corporate +5.2% 
Bund 10y +2.4% 
EU Corporate +4.0% 
 
Currencies 
USD index +2.7% 
EUR/USD -2.2% 
GBP/USD -15.1% 
USD/CHF +1.4% 
USD/JPY -4.9% 
 
Commodities 
Gold                                           +10.0% 
Silver +18.0% 
Oil (WTI)                                  +40.8% 
 
Source: Bloomberg 
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be enough for developed countries CPI to exceed the symbolic 2% ceiling in 2017, 
considering tepid long-term drivers (low productivity and negative demography), as well as 
huge debt... 
The cornerstone issue for G7 is to engineer much higher nominal growth, be it essentially 
through higher inflation. But there is a low efficiency of monetary policy in countries where 
limits (lower bound) have been reached, particularly in Japan.  
The election of D. Trump, and the perspective of hyper-active deficit spending (a tentative 
restoration of demand) may change things for real. Even more so as, down the road, 
protectionism (higher trade barriers), is a vector of higher prices. Consciously or not, a 
growing number of policy-makers are following the same path, by no longer promoting 
globalization. More centric policies, not to mention ¨autarchic¨ measures, would definitely 

restore pricing power for domestic players. But ultimately, this new policy mix a source of 
sub-optimal economic development, i.e. it would not boost real growth, but fuel higher 
public debt, up to unbearable levels. And it will bear high execution risks.  
In China, contrarily to recent fears, downward pressure on producer prices has receded 
courtesy of reduction in excess capacity, while lots of unviable firms still need to be 
streamlined at a quicker pace. The leverage of SOE remains (too) high. Corporate 
profitability is recovering after a dismal 2015. Surge in bad debt coincided with more 
numerous defaults; a greater market discipline and more reasonable credit risk pricing are 
gradually occurring. China consumer price inflation probably troughed in 2015 (1,5%), and 
will rebound gradually (2016e 2,5%, 2017e 3%) 
Perspective of higher inflation is good news 
But the recourse to ¨outright¨ protectionism is a major threat 
 
Equities: value stocks/developed countries versus growth stocks/emerging 
countries 
The Donald Trump election pushed stock indexes upward, with +5% for the S&P500, 
+10% for the Nikkei and +2% for the Euro area. The prospects for a new US fiscal policy - 
investments in infrastructure and into the domestic economy, as well as corporate tax cuts 
- translate into expectations of rising profits for domestic companies. The significant drop in 
the corporate tax rate promised by Donald Trump could prompt American groups, 
particularly in technology and pharmaceuticals, to re patriate part of their production to the 
United States. 
Since Trump’s election, there was a significant and very rapid outperformance of the 
cyclical and financial sectors to the detriment of growth stocks. Is this trend sustainable? 
Probably yes! No doubt, the economic stimulus and reflation measures announced by the 
new US government will be positive for heavy and cyclical industries such as cement 
manufacturers, steelmakers and other businesses involved in infrastructure investments. 

expected to partly offset the fiscal boost from the Trump Administration, as many dovish 
FOMC members, including Fed Chair Yellen, have already mentioned it may be a good 
idea to let the economy run a bit hot. Investors are now expecting 4 Fed Fund hikes until 
year-end 2018 against only 2 before the US election. The median dots from the 
September FOMC projections indicated 5 hikes until 2018. For the first time since the 
financial crisis, market expectations have converged to the Fed central scenario. Global 
manufacturing PMIs remain a solid leading indicator of the US rates. US 10-year Treasury 
yield could still have significant upside potential considering that the term premium has 
only increased to around zero, its long-term average level is around 50 bps. 
2.50% is a first target in the short-term, with probably a more stable equilibrium towards 
3.0% as an upside limit. This will give savers long-awaited opportunities to reconstruct 
income generating portfolios 
 
Please, turn up the sun… 
The broad-based regime of entrenched disinflation, essentially of trade-able goods, is on 
the verge of changing marginally. Indeed, some marginal cyclical improvement is 
underway, as observed through global CPI numbers, which rebounded in developed 
countries from an extremely low level. Further acceleration is likely over coming quarters, 
thanks to better growth and to higher commodity prices. ¨Ceteris paribus¨, this shouldn't 

 

 

Japan, an improbable 
beneficiary  
Abe and Kuroda got a temporary 
relief, following the latest 
nationalization of the JPY yield 
curve in last months. Indeed, the 
USDJPY cross-rate has finally 
stabilized above the symbolic 100 
over past weeks, after having 
flirted several times with this limit. 
By chance, following the 
surprising US elections, markets 
pressure on currency is 
seemingly willing to further depart 
from Tokyo. And it seems durable 
for the two following reasons. 
First, Japan indirectly gains from 
the US government bond ¨rout¨. 
Indeed, the yield differential 
between USD and JPY bonds 
has widened. Speculators now 
bear an immediate dis-incentive 
to speculate on a JPY rise. 
Second, China is gradually 
qualifying as the new potential 
scapegoat of speculators. 
Indeed, further Yuan weakness 
vs. USD is undesirable, 
considering potential bi-lateral 
trade tensions. And 
¨mechanically¨, due to the dirty 
pegging of the Chinese currency, 
a stronger Yuan results in a much 
weaker JPY.  

Status of the JPY as a funding 
currency is under process of 
being restored: JPY will be 
relatively weak. Overweight 
Japanese equities  
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Most of stock markets appreciated this new environment, as US profits have returned 
to growth in Q3, a quarter earlier than estimated, and signs of reflation have been 
noticeable in recent months. The rise in commodity prices since the beginning of the 
year, in production prices in China and in the Baltic Dry Index prices reflect this 
improvement for the global economy. The Baltic Dry Index has increased by 333% 
(from 290 to 1'257) since February 2016, with an acceleration since October 26 
(+63%). 
Growth stocks (technology, pharma, food, beverages, house-hold products) are 
expected to underperform value stocks, cyclicals and financial, as they are often 
highly international, hence negatively affected by a stronger dollar (exports and 
profits). For example, Apple and Procter & Gamble are particularly vulnerable to a 

rising dollar. Some companies in technology and biotechnology, which have high 
valuations (PER), will be penalized by an increase in interest rates because the 
discount rates, used to calculate the present value of an asset by taking the sum of 
future cash flows, will also rise, which will reduce the theoretical value of a company. 
 

INVESTMENT CONCLUSION 
 
Time will tell if markets have started to engage into the long awaited ¨Great Rotation¨ 

i.e. a long correction of bond markets, coupled with significant inflows into equities. 
This is premature to conclude on this, although the length of the decline in interest 
has actually proved incredible. Watch for opportunities in fixed income.  
Global landscape is improving for stock markets thanks to better outlook on corporate 
profits. Favor US domestic, cyclical and banking stocks. Emerging equities deserve a 
more selective approach, considering risks linked to higher USD and interest rates. 
The rise of the USD, if continued, might create tensions by reducing the investable 
liquidity. This must be monitored carefully.  
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Currencies. The Russian 
exception 
Pressure on EM currencies, which had 
started building since October in 
response to rising US yields, has 
intensified since the US elections owing 
to curve steepening and fears of 
increased trade protectionism. In 
difficult times, defensive factors take a 
greater importance. Hence, questions 
around EM economies’ ability to absorb 
capital outflows, and their central 
banks’ ability to defend their currencies, 
become crucial again. The reserve 
adequacy measures show that the 
Russian rubble looks, in particular, 
better prepared to digest global market 
volatility. The USD 390bn FX reserves, 
the 3rd largest amount behind China 
and Taiwan amongst emerging 
economies, represents 35% of the 
GDP and more than 700% of the gross 
external financing requirement i.e. short
-term debt plus current account deficit. 
Furthermore, the coming month-end 
OPEC meeting could bring more relief 
to the currency, as domestic data, like 
PMIs, are already pointing out for 
months. 

The RUB is the big winner amongst 
EM and commodity related 
currencies 
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